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Welcome to the exciting world of
Alphadogsport, a brand dedicated to
the development and manufacturing

of high quality accessories for
canicross, canivtt and mushing .

Since our creation, we have been
committed to providing dog sports
lovers with exceptional equipment
that optimizes the performance of

their four-legged partners. Our story
is rooted in a true passion for dogs

and outdoor sports, and it is this
passion that guides our business

every day.



BELT 
SPEED ULTRA

The Alphadogsport
Speed   ultra canicross
belt presents itself as
a first-class choice,
offering a
harmonious marriage
between comfort,
safety and
performance.

The key features of this new generation belt: 
Ergonomic design for optimal comfort: The Alphadogsport
Speed   utra belt is specially designed to adapt perfectly to
the runner's body shape. Its ergonomic structure effectively
distributes the tension exerted by the dog, thus minimizing
the risk of injury and fatigue. Strategically placed padding at
the contact zones guarantees exceptional comfort, even
during intensive training sessions. 

High-quality materials for increased durability: The
Alphadogsport Speed   ultra belt is made from high-quality
materials, selected for their strength and durability.
Reinforced seams and wear-resistant materials guarantee
exceptional longevity, even in the most demanding
conditions. This harness is designed to resist friction, bad
weather and repeated stress, thus offering unrivaled
reliability.

Safety first: Safety is a top priority in canicross, and the
Alphadogsport Speed   ultra blet meets this requirement. It is
equipped with sturdy attachment points for your dog's leash,
ensuring a secure connection and preventing any risk of
breakage while running. In addition, reflective elements are
integrated into the harness for increased visibility during
night training.

Personalized adjustment system: Each runner has specific belt
adjustment needs. We understood this by equipping the Speed   
ultra with a personalized adjustment system. The adjustable
straps allow the harness to be adapted to the size and shape of
the runner, ensuring a precise and secure fit. This also helps
prevent unwanted movements of the harness while running.
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BLET 
SPEED ULTRA

Technical characteristics :

Size: one size (belt circumference
from 75cm to 125cm)
Color: black, blue, red, orange
Materials: Exalite polyester
fabric, 3D mesh

Price: 55.90€-56,90€

Colors

50 % 50 %

Size Waist size

TU 75cm-125cm
Performance Leisure

A LIGHTWEIGHT, HIGH-PERFORMANCE BELT
Our canicross belt is lightweight and adapts to all body
types for maximum comfort, balance and performance.
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SANGLES RÉGLABLES
Grâce à ses sangles réglable, le
baudrier s’adapte à toutes les
morphologies

POCHETTE AMOVIBLE
Une poche amovible maintenue
par des sangles et un système
velcro permet de prendre des
petites affaires comme des clefs
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BELT 
SPEED TRAIL

Canitrail, a booming
activity that
combines long-
distance outings and
complicity with your
dog, requires specific
equipment for an
optimal experience. 

The key characteristics of this canitrail belt: 
Ergonomic design for a pleasant trail experience: The
Alphadogsport Speed   trail belt has been carefully designed
to comfortably adapt to the trail runner's body shape. Its
ergonomic design effectively distributes the traction exerted
by the dog, thus reducing the strain on the trail runner's
body. The strategically placed padding at the contact zones
guarantees optimal comfort, even during long trail outings
in varied terrain.

Robust and durable materials for outdoor use: The
Alphadogsport Speed   trail belt is made from high quality
materials, selected for their strength and durability.
Reinforced seams and wear-resistant materials guarantee
exceptional longevity, even in the most demanding trail
running conditions. Whether crossing rivers, climbing or
rocky passages, this belt is designed to stand the test of time.

Optimal safety for worry-free hiking: Safety is essential when
practicing canitrail, and the Alphadogsport Speed   trail belt
meets this requirement. It is equipped with solid attachment
points for the line, ensuring a secure connection and avoiding
any risk of breakage during the trail. In addition, reflective
elements are integrated into the harness for increased
visibility in low light conditions.

Personalized adjustment system for a perfect fit: Each trail
runner has specific needs in terms of belt adjustment.
Alphadogsport has taken this into account by providing the
Speed   trail with a personalized adjustment system. The
adjustable straps allow the harness to be adapted to the size
and shape of the trail runner, thus guaranteeing a precise and
comfortable fit. This also helps reduce unwanted bel
movement while running.

The Speed   trail belt has a large central zipped pocket to carry everything you need to ensure the comfort of your outing. An
ingenious system of elastics is placed on the central pocket in order to reduce its depth or to hold more equipment there. The two
exterior bottle holders allow you to take 500ml of water with you divided into two flasks (provided).
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HARNESS 
SPEED TRAIL

Technical characteristics :

Size: one size (belt circumference
from 75cm to 125cm)
Black color
Materials: Exalite polyester
fabric, 3D mesh

Price: 67.90€

50 % 50 %

Size Waist size

TU 75cm-125cm

8

Colors

Performance Leisure



LARGE STORAGE POCKET
The large storage pocket allows
you to take everything you need
during your long outings

BOTTLE HOLDERS
The belt has two bottle holders,
each containing 2 flasks of 250ml 

ELASTIC HOLD
An ingenious elastic system
allows you to reduce the storage
space of the pocket and/or store
other accessories there.
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BUNGEE LINE 
BASIC

A simple and effective
solution for canicross
and/or bikejoring
enthusiasts looking for
reliable equipment.
Made with high quality
materials and equipped
with a lightweight
aluminum carabiner
with safety screws.

The key characteristics of this bungee line: 
The Alphadogsport Basic canicross and bikejoring/scooter
line is distinguished by its simplicity. With a sleek design, it
offers a straightforward and functional solution for towed
dog sports enthusiasts looking for no-frills but effective
equipment. Its minimalist design makes it easy to use,
whether you are a beginner or an experienced runner.

The lightweight aluminum carabiner from the Basic bungee
line guarantees robust attachment while reducing the overall
weight of the equipment. This allows your dog to run without
being hampered by excess weight. The lightness of the
carabiner also contributes to easy and quick handling, thus
optimizing your canicross, bikejoring/scooter experience.

The bungee line has a carabiner with safety screws, ensuring
a secure attachment between the line and your dog's
harness. This feature ensures that the connection remains
secure during the dynamic movements of the canicross
and/or bikejoring/scooter, providing additional security and
eliminating the risk of accidental detachment.

Alphadogsport maintains its commitment to quality with the
Basic bungee line. Made with durable and durable materials,
this line is designed to withstand the rigors of dog traction
activities. The materials are selected to ensure resistance to
wear while offering optimal comfort to your dog during
exercise.

Alphadogsport's Basic bungee line embodies simplicity, quality and safety for canicross enthusiasts. With durable materials, a
lightweight aluminum carabiner and a safety thread, this line offers everything you need for active and safe adventures with your
faithful companion. Opt for the effective simplicity of Alphadogsport for hassle-free sports sessions.

Canicross/Bikejoring/Scooter
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Technical characteristics :

Size : 
Canicross 145cm-190cm
Bikejoring/scooter 190cm-240cm
Color: black, blue, red, orange
Materials: Nylon webbing,
marine quality elastic

Price: 24.90€-26.90€

50 % 50 %

Size Length

Canicross 145cm-190cm

Bikejoring/scooter 190cm-240cm

BUNGEE LINE 
BASIC 

Colors

Performance Leisure

CONTROL HANDLE  
A practical control handle is
placed on the dog side to allow it
to be held securely in place.

Canicross/Bikejoring/Scooter
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4KN ALUMINUM CARABINER
Lightweight aluminum carabiner,
fitted with a safety thread,
resistance 400kg

TUBULAR NYLON STRAP
Our quality 22mm tubular nylon
strap allows use in the most
extreme conditions

UTILISATION SIMPLE
Easy placement without
damaging the bike frame

OPTIMAL LENGTH FOR
CANICROSS AND
CANIVTT
The length of the bikejoring line
has been designed to adapt to all
types of mountain bikes. In
canicross, the line is relatively
short, which allows use without
length hassles
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BUNGEE LINE 
PRO+

Designed with a superior
quality in-house elastic
and equipped with a
lightweight aluminum
carabiner with safety
thread, this bungee line
redefines the standards
of performance,
responsiveness, and
lightness in the canicross
and bikejoring/scooter
market .

The key characteristics of this bungee line: 
Alphadogsport's PRO+ bungee line is a real revolution in
performance. Its in-house elastic design and internal
development guarantees optimal elasticity, providing
dynamic and powerful traction. This results in exceptional
responsiveness, allowing your dog to deliver maximum
performance during canicross, bikejoring or scooter
sessions.

The PRO+ bungee line is equipped with an aluminum
carabiner, combining strength and lightness. This strategic
choice helps minimize the total weight of the equipment,
promoting increased mobility and optimal performance.
Additionally, the safety screw thread ensures a sturdy and
reliable connection between the line and your dog's harness.

The PRO+ bungee line excels in extreme versatility, adapting
perfectly to canicross, bikejoring and scootering. Whether
you're running, cycling or scootering, this versatile line will
meet all your needs. It is designed to perform in all
situations.

With the PRO+ bungee line, Alphadogsport has reached the
pinnacle of lightness. Thanks to innovative materials and
careful design, this bungee line is the lightest in its category.
The light weight reduces the load on your dog, allowing it to
pull with ease and also provides a bulk-free experience for the
runner.

Alphadogsport's canicross, bikejoring/scooter PRO+ bungee line marks a significant step forward in the world of dog sports. With its
in-house bungee, lightweight aluminum carabiner and unrivaled design, this line offers a perfect combination of performance,
lightness and responsiveness. Choose Alphadogsport PRO+ for adventures with your dog that push the boundaries of excellence.

Canicross/Bikejoring/Scooter
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Technical characteristics :

Size : 
Canicross 105cm-170cm
Bikejoring/scooter 160cm-230cm
Color: black, blue, red, orange
Materials: Nylon and polyester
elastic webbing, in-house
manufacturing and development

Price: 34.90€-36.90€

80 % 20 %

Size Length

Canicross 105cm-170cm

Bikejoring/scooter 160cm-230cm

BUNGEE LINE 
PRO+

Colors

Performance Leisure

HOMEMADE ELASTIC STRAP
Our elastic strap was designed in
collaboration with the best
canicross and bikejoring athletes

Canicross/Bikejoring/Scooter
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4KN ALUMINUM CARABINER
Lightweight aluminum carabiner,
fitted with a safety screw thread

2 LENGTHS
Available in 2 lengths for
canicross and
bikejoring/dogscooter activities
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BUNGEE LINE 
PRO+D

Designed with superior
quality in-house elastic
and equipped with a
lightweight aluminum
carabiner with safety
thread, this double
bungee line redefines
the standards of
performance,
responsiveness, and
lightness in the
canicross and
bikejoring/scooter
market.

The key characteristics of this bungee line: 
Alphadogsport's PRO+ D bungee line is a real revolution in
performance. Its in-house elastic design and internal
development guarantees optimal elasticity, providing
dynamic and powerful traction. This results in exceptional
responsiveness, allowing your dog to deliver maximum
performance during canicross, bikejoring or scooter
sessions.

The PRO+ D bungee line is equipped with an aluminum
carabiner, combining strength and lightness. This strategic
choice helps minimize the total weight of the equipment,
promoting increased mobility and optimal performance.
Additionally, the safety screw thread ensures a sturdy and
reliable connection between the line and your dog's harness.

The PRO+ bungee D line excels in extreme versatility,
adapting perfectly to canicross, bikejoring and scootering.
Whether you're running, cycling or scootering, this versatile
line will meet all your needs. It is designed to perform in all
situations

With the PRO+ D bungee line, Alphadogsport has reached the
pinnacle of lightness. Thanks to innovative materials and
careful design, this line is the lightest in its category. The light
weight reduces the load on your dog, allowing it to pull with
ease, and also provides a bulk-free experience for the runner.

The PRO+ D bungee line excels in extreme versatility, adapting perfectly to canicross, bikejoring and scootering. Whether you're
running, cycling or scootering, this versatile line will meet all your needs. It's designed to perform in a variety of environments, from
forest trails to fast single tracks!

Canicross/Bikejoring/Scooter
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Technical characteristics :

Size : 
Canicross Bikejoring/scooter
Color: black, blue, red, orange
Materials: Nylon and polyester
elastic webbing, in-house
manufacturing and development

Price: 58.90€-62.90€

80 % 20 %

Size Length

Canicross 105cm-170cm

Bikejoring/scooter 160cm-230cm

BUNGEE LINE 
PRO+D

Colors

Performance Leisure

HOMEMADE ELASTIC STRAP
Our elastic strap was designed in
collaboration with the best
canicross and bikejoring athletes

Canicross/Bungee/Scooter
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4KN ALUMINUM CARABINER
Lightweight aluminum carabiner,
fitted with a safety screw thread

HIGH QUALITY ELASTIC STRAP
Our elastic strap has been
developed for optimal traction
performance and comfort. 

SIMPLE USE
A neckline is always included with
the 2 dog, canicross,
bikejoring/scooter bungee lines

A LIGHT SET
The PRO+ D bungee line remains
light and dynamic and will satisfy
all lovers of quality bungee lines.



HARNESS 
X-back Alpha racer

Featuring an
ergonomic X-Back
design, this harness
offers exceptional
performance, optimal
comfort and versatility
to meet the needs of
those who enjoy
pulling sports with
their dog.

The key features of this x-back traction harness: 
X-Back Design for Optimal Performance: The Alpha Racer X-
Back Harness is specially designed with an X-shape across
the dog's back, allowing for balanced traction distribution.
This design improves traction efficiency, providing optimal
performance during canicross, bikejoring/scooter and
mushing. The harness allows your dog to pull naturally,
reducing the risk of injury and improving speed and
endurance.

Versatility for different mushing disciplines: The X-Back Alpha
Racer harness is versatile and suitable for a variety of
mushing activities. Whether you practice canicross,
bikejoring, scootering or traditional mushing, this harness
will meet your needs. It offers optimal stability and control,
allowing you to fully enjoy your favorite discipline with your
dog.

Durability for limitless adventures: Alphadogsport designed
the X-Back Alpha Racer harness to withstand the harshest
conditions. Made with durable materials and reinforced
stitching, this harness is built to last. It is able to withstand
the rigors of varied terrain and intense mushing activities,
ensuring reliable and durable use over time.

Comfort for prolonged efforts: Alphadogsport paid particular
attention to comfort when designing the X-Back Alpha Racer
harness. It is made from high quality materials that ensure a
perfect fit and great feel for your dog. The contact areas are
padded to reduce friction and irritation, allowing your dog to
wear the harness for long periods of time without discomfort.

A strap loop has also been added to the top of the harness to attach a leash, when moving with better control over the dog, as if it
were attached to a collar. 
Sizes are now more easily identifiable with visual color markers on the harness.
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Technical characteristics :

Color: black, blue, red, orange
Materials: 100% polyester,
Exalite fabric, nylon strap

Price: 42.90€-43.90€

70 % 30 %

Size Weight

1 15Kg

2 15-18kg

3 18-22kg

4 22-24kg

5 24-27kg

6 27-30kg

7 30-32kg

8 32-35kg

HARNESS
X-back Alpha racer

Colors

Performance Leisure

REFLECTIVE STRAP
More visibility with this reflective
quality strap
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COLOR CODE
Each color
corresponds to a
size, so it is easy to
identify the size of
the harnesses 

QUALITY ROPE
The rope which allows you to
attach the line is of top quality, in
order to guarantee good
longevity! 

A SUITABLE STRUCTURE
The structure of the harness has
been designed to maximize
comfort in traction

COMFORTABLE
NECKLINE
The harness necklines have good
padding, which provides excellent
traction comfort. 
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HARNESS 
Openback Omega

The Alphadogsport Omega
harness is specially designed to
meet the demands of
canicross, bikejoring and
mushing. Whether you prefer
to run with your dog, cycle
with him or indulge in dog
driving, this versatile harness
is suitable for all these
activities. It offers excellent
distribution of the traction
exerted by the dog, allowing
for a smooth and efficient
traction experience.

The key features of this x-back traction harness: 
Ergonomically designed for optimal comfort: When
practicing pulling activities with your dog, comfort is
essential. The Alphadogsport Omega harness is designed
with superior ergonomics, providing a precise fit and optimal
comfort. The contact areas are padded to minimize friction
and irritation, allowing your dog to move freely while
reducing pressure on their body.

Versatility for different mushing disciplines: The Omega
harness is versatile and suitable for a variety of mushing
activities. Whether you practice canicross, bikejoring,
scootering or traditional mushing, this harness will meet
your needs. It offers optimal stability and control, allowing
you to fully enjoy your favorite discipline with your dog.

Your dog's safety is our priority. The Omega harness is equipped with
strong tow line attachment points, providing a secure connection
between you and your dog. Adjustable straps allow for a custom fit to
suit your dog's size and shape, ensuring a secure and comfortable fit
during activity. The old plastic buckle has been replaced by an
aluminum adjustment buckle. In addition, reflective elements are
integrated for increased visibility during nighttime outings. A strap
loop has also been added to the top of the harness to attach a leash,
when moving with better control over the dog, as if it were attached to
a collar.

Premium materials for maximum durability: We understand
the importance of durability when it comes to traction
equipment. The Omega harness is made from high quality,
wear-resistant materials designed to withstand the most
demanding conditions. Reinforced seams guarantee increased
strength, ensuring maximum durability even during intensive
use.

A strap loop has also been added to the top of the harness to attach a leash, while moving while having better control over the dog,
as if it were attached to a collar. 
Sizes are now more easily identifiable with visual color markers on the harness.
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Technical characteristics :

Color: black, blue, red, orange
Materials: 100% polyester,
Exalite fabric, nylon strap

Price: 45.90€-46.90€

70 % 30 %

Size Weight

1 15Kg

2 15-18kg

3 18-22kg

4 22-24kg

5 24-27kg

6 27-30kg

7 30-32kg

8 32-35kg

HARNESS
Openback Omega

Colors

Performance Leisure

EXALITE FABRIC
Exalite fabric has the particularity
of being light and robust
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COLOR CODE
Each color
corresponds to a
size, so it is easy to
identify the size of
the harnesses 

ALUMINUM ADJUSTMENT BUCKLE
The aluminum adjustment
buckles are used to adjust the
length and opening of the
harness in order to adapt it to the
morphology of the dog

CONTROL AND SECURITY
The harness has a strap loop that
allows it to be hung securely

COMFORTABLE
NECKLINE
The harness necklines have good
padding, which provides excellent
traction comfort. 



ACCESSORIES
Amarok collar

A collar with a simple design,
superior durability and
practicality to meet the needs
of your faithful companion.
Carefully crafted from
Alphadogsport's in-house
nylon webbing and equipped
with a secure clip closure or
slide system, this collar offers
an optimal experience for your
dog.

The key features of this Amarok collar: 
The Alphadogsport Amarok Collar is made with in-house
nylon webbing, developed specifically to ensure exceptional
durability. Resistant to wear and tear, this material ensures
a long life of the collar, even in the most demanding
conditions. It is designed to accompany your dog on all his
adventures, whether during daily walks or more dynamic
activities.

The lightweight aluminum hardware is a smart feature of the
Amarok Necklace. It adds structural strength without
compromising the overall weight of the collar. The
lightweight aluminum ensures comfortable wearing for your
dog, while ensuring the strength necessary for daily use. It
also resists corrosion, ensuring long-lasting appearance and
performance.

Alphadogsport understands that dogs all have different
shapes and sizes. That's why the Amarok collar is available in
three different sizes, guaranteeing a perfect fit for all canine
shapes. Whether you have an energetic little companion or a
large, athletic dog, you'll find the perfect size for optimal
comfort.

The clip closure of the Amarok Collar offers a practical and
quick solution for attaching and detaching your dog's collar.
This secure closure ensures the collar stays in place during
your dog's movements while providing ease of use for you. No
more fiddling with complex buckles, the clip closure simplifies
the process for a hassle-free experience. Also available in a
semi-choke version.

The Amarok dog collar from Alphadogsport embodies excellence in comfort, durability and adaptability. With an in-house nylon
strap, a practical clip closure, lightweight aluminum buckle and three sizes available, this collar meets the requirements of the most
demanding dog owners. Choose the Amarok collar to offer your dog a reliable and comfortable everyday accessory.

Clips/semi-slip
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Technical characteristics :

Color: black, blue, red, orange
Materials: 100% nylon,
lightweight aluminum buckle

Price: 16.90€

50 % 50 %

Size Circumference

1 35-40cm

2 40-45cm

3 45-50cm

Colors

ACCESSORIES
Amarok collar

Performance Leisure

ALUMINUM BUCKLES
Our aluminum buckles are light
and resistant

Clips/semi-slip
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DURABLE CLIPS
Clips resistant to -30°
of quality and robust

ADJUSTABLE 
Adjustment buckle also in
aluminum to adapt the collar to
the dog's morphology

SEMI-CHOKE VERSION
The amarok collar is available in 2
versions: clips and semi-slip

QUALITY MATERIALS
The Amarok collar is a light,
pleasant and very resistant collar
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ACCESSORIES
Amarok leash 1m/adjustable

Made with Alphadogsport's in-
house nylon webbing and fitted
with a lightweight 4kn aluminum
carabiner, this leash offers a
practical and durable solution for
all your walks. Available in two
lengths, 1m fixed and adjustable,
the Amarok leash adapts to your
needs while offering optimal
comfort to your canine
companion. Explore the features
that make it a must-have for
active dog owners.

Amarok 1m/adjustable leash: Quality, durability and versatility
The Amarok leash draws its robustness from
Alphadogsport's homemade nylon webbing. Developed
specifically to withstand daily wear and tear and the
demands of outdoor adventures, this strap ensures
exceptional longevity. It offers superior resistance while
remaining soft to the touch for optimal comfort.

The lightweight 4kn aluminum carabiner is a key part of the
Amarok leash. Robust and reliable, it guarantees secure
attachment to your dog's collar or harness. The lightness of
the aluminum ensures comfortable wearing for your dog
while maintaining unfailing resistance.

The Amarok leash offers the perfect balance between
comfort and control. The soft-touch nylon strap prevents
unpleasant friction, while the strength of the leash
guarantees optimal control, even with energetic dogs. You
can enjoy your walks with confidence, knowing that your dog
is well taken care of.

The Amarok leash meets your specific needs by offering the
leash in two convenient lengths. The 1m fixed version is ideal
for routine walks, while the adjustable version adapts to
various situations. You can adjust the length to your
preference, providing maximum versatility for city walks,
nature hikes, or any other scenario.

The Alphadogsport Amarok dog leash embodies quality, durability and versatility. With its homemade
nylon webbing, two available lengths and lightweight aluminum carabiner, this leash offers a complete
solution for active dog owners. Opt for the Amarok leash for walks that combine comfort, style and
reliability.
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Technical characteristics :

Color: black, blue, red, orange
Materials: 100% nylon, 4kn
lightweight aluminum carabiner,
aluminum D-ring

Price: 16.90€-18.90€

50 % 50 %

Size Length

1 m 100cm

Adjustable 100cm-150cm

Colors

ACCESSORIES
Amarok leash 1m/adjustable

Performance Leisure

ALUMINUM BUCKLES
Our aluminum buckles are light
and durable
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DURABLE 4KN ALUMINUM CARABINER
Our carabiner resists
+- 400 kg of traction

ADJUSTABLE VERSION
Adjustment buckle also in
aluminum to adapt the length on
the adjustable version

CONVENIENT HANDLE
The 1m version has a control
handle close to the dog for
maximum control!
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ACCESSORIES
Racer neo collar

Neoprene comfort, lightness
and durability. Created with
Alphadogsport's in-house
nylon webbing and featuring a
clip closure for easy use, this
collar redefines the collar
wearing experience for your
companion. With its
lightweight aluminum buckles
and neoprene padding, the
Racer Neo collar is a perfect
combination of lightness,
strength and comfort. 

The Racer neo collar: Neoprene comfort, lightness and durability
The Racer neo collar draws its robustness from
Alphadogsport's in-house nylon webbing. This webbing,
specially developed for its resistance to wear and tear,
ensures that the collar stays up to your dog's adventures,
whether daily walks or more intense activities.

The lightweight aluminum buckle of the Racer neo collar
provides structural strength without compromising lightness.
This ensures that the collar does not weigh down your dog,
providing a pleasant wearing experience. Additionally,
lightweight aluminum resists corrosion, ensuring aesthetic
durability over time.

What sets the Racer neo collar apart is its neoprene padding.
This soft, lightweight, water-resistant material provides
superior comfort for your dog. It naturally adapts to the
shape of your dog's neck, providing an ergonomic fit and
optimal support, particularly appreciated during dynamic
activities.

The Racer Neo collar's clip closure makes attaching and
detaching the collar very easy. This practical solution, while
ensuring safety, simplifies the daily life of the active dog
owner. No more complications with complex loops, make way
for simplicity.

The Racer neo collar embodies lightness, resistance and versatility. Designed to suit all types of dogs, it ensures comfortable wearing
while withstanding the demands of daily and sporting adventures.
The Racer neo dog collar from Alphadogsport offers an uncompromising wearing experience: durability, lightness and comfort. With
its in-house nylon webbing, clip closure, lightweight aluminum hardware and neoprene padding, this collar is the perfect choice for
dog owners who demand the best for their four-legged friends.
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Technical characteristics :

Color: black, blue, red, orange
Materials: 100% nylon,
lightweight aluminum buckle,
neoprene padding

Price: 16.90€

50 % 50 %

Size Circumference

1 35-40cm

2 40-45cm

3 45-50cm

Colors

ACCESSORIES
Racer neo collar

Performance Leisure

ALUMINUM BUCKLES
Lightweight and durable
aluminum buckle
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DURABLE CLIPS
Clips resistant to -30°
of quality and robust

ADJUSTABLE 
Adjustment buckle to adapt the
collar to the dog’s morphology

REFLECTIVE STRAP
The nylon strap with reflective
edging is durable and of the best
quality

NEOPRENE PADDING
The Racer neo collar is a light,
pleasant and very resistant collar
with fine neoprene padding. 
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ACCESSORIES
Racer pad collar

A smart fusion of comfort,
durability and design designed
for active dogs. Made from
nylon webbing and equipped
with a clip closure, this collar
goes beyond expectations in
providing a superior
experience for your canine
companion. Let's dive into the
details that make the Racer
pad collar the ideal choice for
dog owners looking for the
perfect balance of comfort and
performance.

The Racer pad collar: Comfort and performance combined
The Racer pad collar is designed with Alphadogsport's in-
house nylon webbing, ensuring exceptional durability for
everyday activities and outdoor adventures. This wear- and
tear-resistant material ensures a long life for the collar,
making it a reliable partner for all your dog's escapades.

The lightweight aluminum hardware is a nice feature of the
Racer pad collar. It guarantees structural strength without
adding excessive weight, ensuring your dog's comfort while
maintaining rock-solid durability. Lightweight aluminum also
provides corrosion resistance, maintaining the appearance of
the collar over time.

The Racer pad collar goes beyond comfort expectations with
its 3D mesh padding. This wide, breathable lining provides an
extra level of comfort for your dog. It is particularly beneficial
for dynamic activities, providing optimal support without
compromising the lightness of the collar.

The clip closure of the Racer pad collar simplifies the daily life
of owners of active dogs. The simplicity of this closure allows
the collar to be attached and detached in an instant, providing
optimal comfort for you and increased safety for your dog
during your outdoor activities.

The Racer pad collar embodies lightness and resistance. Designed to be as light as possible while maintaining exceptional strength,
this collar allows your dog to move with ease while withstanding the rigors of outdoor adventures.
The Alphadogsport Racer pad dog collar combines the essential elements of comfort, durability and lightness. With in-house nylon
webbing, clip closure, lightweight aluminum hardware, 3D mesh padding and three available sizes, this collar offers the perfect
balance to meet the needs of all dogs, from the smallest to the largest. Opt for the Racer pad to give your dog an exceptional daily
wearing experience.
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Technical characteristics :

Color: black, blue, red, orange
Materials: 100% nylon,
lightweight aluminum buckle, 3D
mesh padding 

Price: 24.90€

50 % 50 %

Size Circumference

1 35-40cm

2 40-45cm

3 45-50cm

Colors

ACCESSORIES
Racer pad collar

Performance Leisure
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DURABLE CLIPS
Clips resistant to -30°
of quality and robust

ADJUSTABLE 
Adjustment buckle to adapt the
collar to the dog’s morphology

REFLECTIVE STRAP
The nylon strap with reflective
edging is durable and of the best
quality
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ACCESSORIES
Protector socks light

Protector socks light, designed
with innovative materials, a
unique cut and a cutting-edge
manufacturing process. At
Alphadogsport, we are
committed to providing the
best for our loyal four-legged
companions.

Quality protective socks for your dog's paws!

These socks are made with a specific anti-cut and
stretch fabric, providing optimal protection without
compromising comfort. Your dog will be able to enjoy
his activities while benefiting from a light layer of
security.

Thanks to its special cut and flexibility, this sock
adapts perfectly to the shape of your dog's paw,
without any constraint. Give him protection without
compromising on comfort.

We have eliminated internal seams to ensure a
comfortable fit and avoid any irritation. Your canine
companion deserves the best, which is why we have
ensured that every detail of the Protector socks light
is designed with their well-being in mind.

Opt for visibility and safety with the distinctive neon
yellow color of the Protector socks light. A vibrant
shade that ensures your dog is clearly visible, even in
low light conditions.

We understand that every dog   is unique, which is why the Protector socks light are available in two sizes - S/M and
L/XL.
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Technical characteristics :

Color: Lime 
Materials: 100% anti-cut
materials

Price: €12.90 (x2)

50 % 50 %

Size Height Width

S/M 12-13cm 8-9cm

M/L 14-15,5cm 9,5/10

Colors

ACCESSORIES
Protector socks light

Performance Leisure

ANTI-CUT FABRIC
Our anti-cut fabric provides 2-4x
more durability and protection
against scuffs from tough trails

VELCRO
Quality velcro system for
use in all situations
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ACCESSORIES
Protector socks

Protector socks , designed with
innovative materials, a unique
cut and a cutting-edge
manufacturing process. At
Alphadogsport, we are
committed to providing the
best for our loyal four-legged
companions.

Quality and durable protective socks thanks to their nitril layer for your dog's paws!

These socks are made with a specific anti-cut and
stretch fabric, providing optimal protection without
compromising comfort. Your dog will be able to enjoy
his activities while benefiting from a light layer of
security. With its nitril coating, it guarantees
excellent abrasion properties and is waterproof for
optimal protection. Non-slip property ensuring
excellent grip on the ground.

Thanks to its special cut and flexibility, this sock
adapts perfectly to the shape of your dog's paw,
without any constraint. Give him protection without
compromising on comfort.

 Opt for visibility and safety with the distinctive neon
yellow color of the Protector socks. A vibrant shade
that ensures your dog is clearly visible, even in low
light conditions.

We have eliminated internal seams to ensure a
comfortable fit and avoid any irritation. Your canine
companion deserves the best, which is why we have
ensured that every detail of the Protector socks is
designed with their well-being in mind.

We understand that every dog   is unique, which is why Protector Socks are available in two sizes - S/M and L/XL.
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Technical characteristics :

Color: black/lime 
Materials: 100% anti-cut
materials, nitril

Price:  €14.90 (x2)

50 % 50 %

Size Height Width

S/M 12-13cm 8-9cm

M/L 14-15,5cm 9,5/10

Colors

ACCESSORIES
Protector socks

Performance Leisure

ANTI-CUT FABRIC
Our anti-cut fabric provides 2-4x
more durability and protection
against scuffs from tough trails

VELCRO
Quality velcro system for
use in all situations
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ACCESSORIES
Carabiners 4kn/12kn/25kn

Alphadogsport presents a
range of lightweight aluminum
carabiners, a perfect fusion of
modernity, lightness and
reliability. Available in three
different pulling capacities
(4kn, 12kn, and 25kn), these
carabiners are designed to
meet the demands of active
dog owners, dog sports
enthusiasts, and mushing
professionals.

Modernity, Lightness and Reliability

The lightness of aluminum is a key feature of these
carabiners. Lightweight aluminum provides optimal
maneuverability, reducing the overall weight of the
equipment without compromising strength. Whether
you're canicrossing, bikejoring, or mushing, these
carabiners give you a clutter-free experience.

The 4kn carabiner features a convenient round finish,
ideal for replacing BASIC linelines. Its shape makes it
easy to install and remove, providing a practical
solution for canicross and mushing enthusiasts

The 12kn and 25kn carabiners offer impressive pulling
capabilities. The 12kn carabiner is capable of
withstanding a pull of up to 1200kg, while the 25kn
carabiner can withstand forces of up to 2500kg. These
high capacities make them suitable for a variety of
applications, ensuring maximum safety in all
situations.

Each carabiner is equipped with a swivel clasp and
screw safety. This combination ensures secure
attachment while providing ease of use. The swivel
clasp allows for quick connection, while the screw
safety ensures a sturdy attachment, eliminating the
risk of accidental detachment during dynamic
activities.

Alphadogsport's lightweight aluminum carabiners embody the perfect fusion of modernity, lightness and reliability.
Whether you're looking for a practical solution for BASIC trait lines or need impressive pulling capabilities, this range
of carabiners meets all the needs of active dog owners and dog sports enthusiasts. Opt for modernity and safety with
Alphadogsport's lightweight aluminum carabiners.
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Technical characteristics :

Color: black 
Materials: 100% aluminum

Price: 4kn-10.90€/12kn-12.90€
25kn-18.90€

50 % 50 %

Type Traction

4kn 400kg

12kn 1200kg

25kn 2500kg

Colors

ACCESSORIES
Carabiners 4kn,12kn,25kn

Performance Leisure

SECURITY
Our carabiners all have safety
screw threads, providing a safe
using experience

ALUMINIUM LEGER
Despite their lightness, our
carabiners are resistant to
different traction capacities
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ACCESSORIES
Bungee neckline pro

An essential accessory for dog
sports enthusiasts with two dogs.
Designed to comfortably and
securely connect two athletic
companions, the Pro neckline
takes advantage of the elastic
strap technology found in our
PRO+ linelines. This adapted
version ensures a perfect balance
between flexibility and
resistance, allowing the practice
of mushing disciplines such as
two-dog scootering or driving
with exceptional ease.

Perfect connection for exceptional harnessed performance

The Pro neckline is made with our elastic webbing,
similar to that fitted to our PRO+ linelines. This strap
offers the elasticity necessary to allow dogs optimal
coordination during harnessed activities. Neither too
flexible nor too rigid, it offers elasticity adapted to
the dynamic movements of dogs, thus promoting
their comfort and safety.

The Pro neckline is specially designed for mushing
enthusiasts. Whether you're on a two-dog scooter or
hitched to a sled, this neckline provides the versatility
needed to excel in different disciplines. It allows dogs
to work effectively as a team while providing the
musher with optimal control.

The Neckline Pro features sturdy tethers that ensure a
secure connection between dogs and mushing
equipment. Easy-to-handle fasteners allow for quick
installation, providing a seamless transition to your
harnessed adventures.

The design of the Pro neckline aims to provide a
superior level of comfort and safety when practicing
harnessed dog sports with two dogs. The elasticity of
the strap allows dogs to work together in synchrony
while minimizing jerks and excessive tension. This
creates an enjoyable experience for the dogs and
makes control easier for the musher.

The Alphadogsport Pro neckline represents the ultimate accessory for dog sports enthusiasts with two dogs. Thanks to PRO+ elastic
strap technology, this neckline offers a perfect balance between flexibility and resistance, guaranteeing comfort and safety. Choose
the Pro neckline for exceptional harness performance and an unrivaled mushing experience.
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Technical characteristics :

Color: black 
Materials: Nylon and polyester
elastic webbing, in-house
manufacturing and development

Price: €20.90

70 % 30 %

Type Length

PRO 30cm

Colors

ACCESSORIES
Bungee neckline pro

Performance Leisure

LIGHTWEIGHT CARABINER
A light and strong aluminum
carabiner equips our pro neckline 

ELASTIC STRAP 
Our in-house elastic strap is
available in a version
adapted to our pro neckline
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ACCESSORIES
Bungee neckline basic

An essential accessory for dog
sports enthusiasts with two dogs.
This simpler version offers a
practical and effective solution
for connecting two athletic
companions when practicing
mushing disciplines such as two-
dog scootering or hitching. Made
with our tubular strap equipped
with 6mm elastic, similar to that
which equips our BASIC bungee
lines, the Basic neckline offers
suitable elasticity, thus ensuring
comfort and safety.

Simplicity, comfort and safety for mushing with two dogs

The Basic neckline is designed with our tubular
webbing equipped with 6mm elastic, the same proven
technology used in our BASIC necklines. This strap
provides the flexibility needed to allow dogs to work
together harmoniously, minimizing tension and
providing a comfortable and safe experience.

The Basic neckline aims to offer optimal comfort to
dogs while ensuring the necessary safety. The adapted
elasticity of the tubular strap allows dogs to work in a
coordinated manner, reducing jerks and minimizing
stress on the animals. This makes mushing more
enjoyable for the dogs and the musher.

Suitable for mushing disciplines such as two-dog
scooting or hitching, the Basic neckline offers
maximum versatility. Whether you are a canicross,
bikejoring or sled enthusiast, this neckline adapts to
different situations, providing a reliable way to
connect your dogs.

Simplicity is at the heart of the Basic neckline. It offers
an effective solution for connecting two dogs without
any hassle. The streamlined design ensures easy set-up,
while providing a sturdy connection between dogs and
mushing equipment.

The Alphadogsport Basic neckline embodies simplicity, comfort and safety for two-dog mushing enthusiasts. With its
6mm elastic tubular strap, it offers a practical and reliable solution for connecting your athletic companions during
your harnessed adventures. Opt for simplicity with the Basic neckline and enjoy your mushing activities with
complete confidence.
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Technical characteristics :

Color: black, blue, red, orange
Materials: Tubular nylon
webbing and 6mm marine elastic

Price: €18.90

50 % 50 %

Type Length

Basic 30cm

Colors

ACCESSORIES
Bungee neckline basic

Performance Leisure

LIGHTWEIGHT CARABINER
A light and strong aluminum
carabiner equips our BASIC
neckline

ELASTIC TUBULAR STRAP 
Our tubular webbing
incorporates durable 6mm
marine grade elastic
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ACCESSORIES
Aluminium mount + antenna

Essential accessory for bikejoring
and dogscooter enthusiasts.
Designed to ensure safety when
practicing dog sports towed on
two wheels, this essential
element prevents the line from
winding in the front wheel.
Precision machined from quality
aluminum, anodized for
maximum durability, this mount
fits virtually all standard
measuring stems. Light, robust
and of the best quality, the
bikejoring aluminum + antenna
support guarantees canine
adventures with complete
confidence.

Safety and precision for your traction adventures on two wheels

The bikejoring aluminum mount+antenna is designed
with safety as a priority. It effectively prevents the
line from rolling into the front wheel, thus offering
safe bikejoring and dogscooter practice. This allows
the musher and his canine companions to fully enjoy
the experience without compromising safety.

The bikejoring aluminum mount+antenna is designed
to adapt to almost all standard stems, offering great
flexibility to dog sports enthusiasts. This adaptability
makes it easier to integrate support across different
equipment, ensuring broad compatibility.

The whole, light and robust, offers a perfect
combination of durability and ease of use.
Manufactured to the highest quality standards, the
bikejoring aluminum+antenna mount is ready to take
on the challenges of the most demanding canine
adventures.

The use of precision machined aluminum gives the
stand exceptional quality. Every detail is carefully
crafted to ensure optimal performance. Additionally,
anodizing provides additional protection against wear,
corrosion and external elements, ensuring long-term
durability.

The Alphadogsport aluminum mount+ bikejoring antenna is the ultimate accessory to ensure safety and precision when practicing
bikejoring and dogscooter. With its carefully machined design, its adaptation to most standard stems, its lightness and its
robustness, this superior quality accessory is an essential choice for all enthusiasts of dog sports towed on two wheels. Opt for the
best with the Bikejoring Alu mount+Antenna and enjoy canine adventures with complete confidence.
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Technical characteristics :

Color: black, red 
Materials: Aluminum, stainless
steel

Price: 56.90€

70 % 30 %

Type Length

Basic 45cm

Colors

ACCESSORIES
Aluminum mount + antenna

Performance Leisure

SCREWS
Stainless steel screws and
aluminum spacers are supplied
with the kit

LIGHTWEIGHT QUALITY ALUMINUM
The aluminum mount +
antenna kit is light and
robust. The choice of these
materials ensures excellent
longevity to the whole 
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Neo nutrition was created to
optimize the well-being, recovery,

regeneration and rehydration
capacity of dogs in general.

Dogs need a balanced diet to
maintain optimal health and fitness.

Natural dietary supplements can
play an important role in their daily

diet by providing additional
nutrients that may be lacking in their

normal diet. The three most
commonly used dietary

supplements for active and sporting
dogs are salmon oil, spirulina and

krill oil.
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FOOD SUPPLEMENTS 
Salmon oil 500ml/1L

Neo Nutrition Salmon Oil is a natural
dietary supplement that offers
numerous benefits for the health
and vitality of your pet. Enriched
with omega-3, essential fatty acids
and high-quality nutrients, this oil
promotes healthy skin, a shiny coat,
a strong immune system and
improved appetite. Treat your pet to
the benefits of fresh Norwegian
salmon oil and take care of their
health naturally. Trust Neo Nutrition
for optimal nutrition for your four-
legged friend.

The key characteristics of salmon oil: 

Salmon oil is made from salmon caught in
Norway. The raw material is processed fresh to
ensure a high lipid quality product.

Finally, wild Norwegian salmon oil may help
improve cognitive performance and strengthen
memory in dogs, which may be useful for
sporting dogs that require increased focus and
attention.

The oil is added with a mixture of tocopherol,
lecithin, flavoring compounds (Rosemary extract).
It is rich in omega-3, essential fatty acids which
improve cardiovascular health, skin and coat
quality, and strengthen the immune system.
Additionally, this oil helps relieve joint pain and
reduce inflammation, which can be helpful for
dogs who are subjected to intensive physical
activities.
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FOOD SUPPLEMENTS 
Salmon oil 500ml/1L

Composition : 
Omega-3 fatty acids (EPA and
DHA): 10 to 30%
Vitamin A: approximately
5,000 to 10,000 IU/100 ml
Vitamin D: approximately 400
to 1,000 IU/100 ml
Vitamin E: approximately 5 to
15 mg/100 ml
Saturated fatty acids:
approximately 5 to 10%

Prix : 22,90€ 500ml/29,90€ 1000ml
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FOOD SUPPLEMENTS 
Krill oil 500mg

Krill Oil for Sporting Dogs is a naturally
powerful dietary supplement to
optimize the performance, health and
recovery of your athletic companion.
With its beneficial omega-3s, anti-
inflammatory support, and cognitive
benefits, krill oil is a smart choice for
active, sports-loving dogs. Give your
sporting dog the benefits of premium
krill oil and accompany him in his
sporting exploits with confidence and
support. Maximize its performance and
take care of its health naturally with our
highly beneficial krill oil.

The key characteristics of krill oil: 

This oil comes from 100% Antarctic krill
(Euphausia superba). Krill is a small
zooplankton shrimp eaten by whales. Krill
oil is rich in omega-3, antioxidants and
phospholipids, making it a very beneficial
dietary supplement for sporting dogs.

Antioxidants can help protect cells from
damage caused by free radicals.
Phospholipids may help improve brain
function and memory.

Omega-3s can help reduce inflammation,
improve heart health and strengthen the
immune system.

We certify that this product is not derived
from or manufactured from genetically
modified organisms. The product has not
undergone any treatment with ionizing
radiation and does not contain any
ingredients treated with ionizing radiation.
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FOOD SUPPLEMENTS 
Krill oil 500mg

Composition : 
pure krill oil 500mg
Phospholipids 200mg
EPA 50mg
DHA 27,5mg
Astaxanthin 0.1mg

Price: €29.90/100 caps
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FOOD SUPPLEMENTS 
Spirulina

Spirulina for sporting dogs is a naturally
powerful supplement that can help
optimize your pet's performance, health
and recovery during sporting activities.
By providing essential proteins,
vitamins, minerals and antioxidants,
spirulina offers valuable nutritional
support for sporting dogs. Offer your
fellow athlete the benefits of spirulina
and maximize their performance while
taking care of their health in a natural
way. Trust our superior quality spirulina
to accompany your dog in his sporting
exploits.

The key characteristics of spirulina: 

The main quality of spirulina is its very high
protein level, more than 60%. These are
vegetable proteins, which have the same
advantages as animal proteins. In addition,
many vitamins are also present in its
composition. The main advantage of
spirulina is that it is an excellent source of
protein.

Miracle algae is also particularly interesting
for athletes: it has been found that its
consumption promotes recovery after
exercise, thanks to its richness in proteins
and minerals.

Its high concentration of iron is also perfect
for anemia problems. Recognized today as a
"superfood", it helps boost the immune
system, fight against malnutrition, promote
the reduction of cholesterol in addition to
bring a host of trace elements to the body.

We certify that this product is not derived
from or manufactured from genetically
modified organisms. The product has not
undergone any treatment with ionizing
radiation and does not contain any
ingredients treated with ionizing radiation.
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FOOD SUPPLEMENTS 
Spirulina

Composition : 
Protein 50 to 60%
Carbohydrates 14 to 18%
Lipids 2 to 9%
Minerals 5 to 12%
Phycocyanin 10 to 12%
iodine less than 2000 ppm

Prix : 23,90€ 250gr/ 36,90€ 400gr
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FOOD SUPPLEMENTS 
Optimal joint protection

Give your sporting dog optimal joint
protection with Optimal Joint
Protection. This specially formulated
powder, rich in essential nutrients,
supports joint health, promotes
mobility and contributes to a better
quality of life. Give your fellow
athlete the care he needs to
continue enjoying his favorite
sporting activities, without
compromising his joint health.
Choose Optimal Joint Protection and
ensure peak performance.

The key features of our Optimal seal protection: 

This food supplement based on green mussel
flesh, glucosamine, chondroitin and
harpagophytum for sporting dogs is a
combination of different ingredients that can
help improve the joint health and mobility of
dogs.

The strong points of Optimal joint protection:
-Powdered green mussel meat is a natural source of
glucosamine and chondroitin, two compounds that
help maintain joint and cartilage health.

1.

Glucosamine powder is a naturally occurring
compound in the body that can help strengthen
joints and cartilage.

2.

Chondroitin powder is a compound that helps
maintain cartilage elasticity and prevent its
breakdown.

3.

Harpagophytum powder, also known as "devil's
claw," is used for its anti-inflammatory and
analgesic properties, which may help relieve
joint pain and inflammation.

4.

By combining these ingredients, this dietary
supplement for sporting dogs can help maintain
joint health, prevent joint injuries, and relieve
pain and inflammation associated with joint
problems. It can also help improve the mobility
and agility of sporting dogs, allowing them to
perform to the best of their abilities.
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FOOD SUPPLEMENTS 
Optimal joint protection

Composition : 
60% green mussel flesh
powder
20% glucosamine powder
10% chondroitin powder
10% harpagophytum powder

Price: €32.90 200g
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FOOD SUPPLEMENTS 
Regeneo

Give your sporting dog the care he
needs for optimal recovery with
Regeneo. This advanced recovery
formula, rich in essential nutrients,
supports muscle recovery, reduces
inflammation and promotes
regeneration. Provide your fellow
athlete with the best care so they
can continue to perform at the
highest level and stay healthy.
Choose Regeneo and give your
sporting dog a competitive edge.

The key features of Regeneo: 
Our recovery and regeneration mixture is obtained from powdered
fish oil 18/12 TG (70% m/m), marine lechitin and squid protein.
Powdered fish oil provides fatty acids EPA type (18% of total fatty
acids) and DHA (12% of total fatty acids). These two omega fatty acids
have vasodilatory, cardioprotective and anti-inflammatory
properties. These properties contribute to recovery after exercise. In
addition, the support used for the production of the powder is
maltodextrin which provides the essential source of energy after
exercise. Powdered fish oil is palatable.

Squid flour (22% m/m) Squid flour is an excellent source of marine
proteins characterized by a very strong palatability. Its strong smell
and taste contribute to the acceptance of the formulation by the dog.

Marine lecithin powder (8% m/m) Marine lecithin is an important
source of DHA provided to the body in the form of phospholipids. In this
form, DHA is better assimilated than in traditional triglyceride forms.
Powdered marine lecithin is currently being studied in humans and
particularly in athletes for its ability to increase V02 max. Powdered
marine lecithin is also a source of astaxanthin which is a natural
antioxidant.

The strong points of Régéneo:
Improved cardiovascular health: Fish oil contains omega-3 fatty acids, which have
been linked to better cardiovascular health in dogs. Omega-3s may help reduce
inflammation, improve blood circulation, and reduce the risk of heart disease.

1.

Supporting Brain Function: The omega-3 fatty acids in fish oil may also support
brain function in active and athletic dogs. Omega-3s are essential for brain health
and can help improve cognition, memory and concentration.

2.

Reduction of inflammation: Fish oil contains anti-inflammatory omega-3 fatty acids
that can help reduce inflammation in dogs' bodies, which may be especially
beneficial for active and sporting dogs who are prone to to injuries or muscle pain.

3.

Immune System Support: The omega-3s in fish oil may also help support dogs'
immune systems by reducing inflammation and improving immune cell function.

4.

Improved skin and coat health: The omega-3 fatty acids in fish oil may help improve
the health of dogs' skin and coat by reducing inflammation, increasing hydration,
and improving the shine and texture of the coat.

5.

Support Joint Health: Squid meal contains chondroitin and glucosamine which may
help support joint health in active and athletic dogs, who may be more prone to
joint injuries.

6.

Improved Digestion: Marine Lecithin may help improve fat digestion and reduce
digestion problems in active and sporting dogs who require a high-fat diet for
energy.

7.
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FOOD SUPPLEMENTS 
Regeneo

Composition : 
Maltodextrin 79.8%
Fish oil 18/12 TG 18.9%
Krill oil 1.3%
Protein +80%
Fat -5%
Aspartic Acid 7.58%
Lysine 4,1 %
Glutamic Acid 10.1%
Methionine 2.37%
Alanine 4,41 %
Phenylalanine 3.1%
Arginine 5,43 %
Proline 3,73 %
Cysteine   0.87%
Serine 3.41%
Glycine 5,42 %
Thréonine 3,44 %
Histidine 2,01 %
Valine 3,19 %
Isoleucine 3,23 %
Leucine 5,78 %

Prix : 46,90€ 800gr/ 65,90€ 1200gr
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FOOD SUPPLEMENTS 
Protein power

Give your athletic dog the nutrients
he needs to build and rebuild muscle
with Protein Power. This specially
designed formula, rich in high-
quality protein and essential
nutrients, stimulates muscle growth,
promotes recovery and maintains
athletic performance. Trust Protein
Power to support your dog's athletic
potential and help them achieve
exceptional performance.

The key features of Protein power: 
This powder is obtained from squid (Dosidicus gigas) caught in the
South-East Pacific. The flour is obtained after grinding and drying
squid from the industrial processing of whole wild squid. Super Prime
quality is a quality without viscera.

Squid meal is a rich, quality source of protein for sporting dogs. It
contains a high amount of essential amino acids, which are the
building blocks of proteins necessary for the growth and repair of
muscle tissue. The protein in squid meal is also easily digestible,
meaning it can be absorbed and used by the sporting dog's body more
efficiently than some other protein sources. This can help support
muscle growth, exercise recovery and overall dog performance.

Additionally, squid meal also contains high levels of omega-3 fatty
acids, which are beneficial for a dog's overall health, including skin and
coat health, cardiovascular health, and cognitive function. .

The strengths of Protein power
Improved Muscle Recovery: Protein and amino acids are essential for
the repair and regeneration of muscle tissue damaged during exercise.
Supplementing with protein and amino acids immediately after
exercise can help speed muscle recovery and reduce pain and
inflammation.

1.

Maintenance of muscle mass: Protein and amino acids are also
important for maintaining muscle mass in sporting dogs, who have
high protein requirements to support their physical activity.
Supplementing with protein and amino acids immediately after
exercise can help prevent muscle loss and promote muscle growth.

2.

Reduced risk of injury: Protein and amino acids are also important for
maintaining the health and strength of tendons and ligaments. A post-
exercise intake of protein and amino acids can help reduce the risk of
exercise-related injuries, by strengthening the body's support
structures.

3.

Increased Endurance: Protein and amino acids are also important for
supporting endurance and overall athletic performance. An intake of
protein and amino acids can help maintain high levels of energy and
strength during exercise, which can improve performance and
recovery.

4.
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FOOD SUPPLEMENTS 
Protein power

Composition : 
Protein +80%
Fat -5%
Aspartic Acid 7.58%
Lysine 4,1 %
Glutamic Acid 10.1%
Methionine 2.37%
Alanine 4,41 %
Phenylalanine 3.1%
Arginine 5,43 %
Proline 3,73 %
Cysteine   0.87%
Serine 3.41%
Glycine 5,42 %
Thréonine 3,44 %
Histidine 2,01 %
Valine 3,19 %
Isoleucine 3,23 %
Leucine 5,78 %

Prix : 39,90€ 800gr/ 55,90€ 1200gr
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Nova outdoor is a range of accessories
for active dogs! If you have a dog who
loves to explore, discover and engage
in outdoor activities, then this range is

for you. Developed in Belgium with
strict quality criteria, these accessories
are designed to provide your dog with

a premium experience during their
outdoor adventures. Each product is

made with the finest materials to
ensure the durability and performance

of each item. We believe active dogs
deserve the best and we are proud to

offer you a range of high quality
accessories to meet their needs. Ready

to explore with your four-legged
friend? Then discover our range of

accessories for active dogs
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BELT
Explorer

The Nova outdoor Explorer
canicross/cani hike belt : Combine
adventure and comfort with your
dog ! Cani hiking, a booming activity
that combines hiking and bonding
with your dog, requires quality
equipment for an optimal
experience.
The Nova outdoor Explorer
canicross/cani hiking belt is the
ideal accessory, offering a perfect
blend of comfort, safety and
functionality.

Here are the key characteristics of this belt, specially designed for canicross
and especially cani hiking :

Ergonomic design for a pleasant hiking experience: The Nova outdoor
Explorer belt has been carefully designed to comfortably adapt to the
body shape of the hiker or canicrosser. Its ergonomic design
effectively distributes the traction exerted by the dog, thereby
reducing strain on the hiker's body. Strategically placed padding at
the contact zones guarantees optimal comfort, even during long
hikes in varied terrain.

Personalized adjustment system for a perfect fit: Each
canicrosser/hiker has specific needs in terms of belt adjustment.
Alphadogsport has taken this into account by equipping the Explorer
with a custom tuning system. The adjustable straps allow the harness
to be adapted to the size and shape of the hiker, thus guaranteeing a
precise and comfortable fit. This also helps reduce unwanted belt
movement while walking.

Robust and durable materials for outdoor use: The Nova outdoor
Explorer belt is made from high quality materials, selected for their
strength and durability. Reinforced seams and wear-resistant materials
guarantee exceptional longevity, even in the most demanding
conditions of canirando or canocross. Whether crossing rivers, climbing
or rocky passages, this harness is designed to stand the test of time.

Optimal safety for worry-free hiking: Safety is essential when practicing
canirando, and the Nova outdoor belt meets this requirement. It is
equipped with strong attachment points for your dog's leash, ensuring
a secure connection and preventing any risk of breakage while hiking.
In addition, reflective elements are integrated into the harness for
increased visibility in low light conditions.

The Nova outdoor Explorer canicross/canirando belt offers a perfect combination of comfort, safety and durability for an
unforgettable canicross experience with your faithful companion. Thanks to its ergonomic design, personalized fit and priority
given to safety, this harness is an ideal choice for canirando enthusiasts looking for reliable and high-performance equipment
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Size Waist size

TU 75cm-125cm

50 %

BELT
Explorer

Technical characteristics :

Color: black and orange
Materials: polyester, cordura
fabric, 3D mesh

Price: €50.90

Colors

Performance Leisure Cordura was used in the manufacture of our belt to give
it maximum resistance.



ADJUSTABLE STRAPS
Thanks to its adjustable straps,
the belt adapts to all body types

REMOVABLE POUCH
A removable pocket held by
straps 

BALANCED STRUCTURE
The structure of the belt has been
designed to provide maximum
freedom and balance
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HARNESS 
Gamma

Nova Outdoor proudly presents the
Gamma Harness, a versatile piece of
equipment designed for enthusiasts of
towed hikes, canicross and canivtt.
Specifically developed to ensure
optimal traction distribution, the
Gamma offers unrivaled comfort and
maximum freedom of movement for
dogs during their runs. Featuring a
longer, fitted structure, adjustable at
the chest for an optimal fit, and made
with quality materials, this reflective
harness ensures maximum visibility
during your nighttime adventures.

The Nova Outdoor Gamma harness: Comfort, freedom of movement and
maximum safety for your traction adventures

The Gamma harness from Nova Outdoor has been
meticulously designed to provide exceptional comfort and
optimal freedom of movement during pulling activities. Its
longer, fitted structure allows the dog to run naturally while
ensuring effective traction distribution to avoid any
discomfort.

Optimal fit is essential to ensure comfort and performance.
The Gamma is adjustable at the chest, allowing for a
personalized fit based on your dog's size. This ensures a
secure fit while allowing your canine companion to move
freely.

Made with premium materials including cordura and nylon,
the Gamma harness stands up to the rigors of outdoor
adventures. These durable materials ensure a long life of the
harness, even in harsh conditions.

Safety is a priority, especially when going out at night. The
Gamma is equipped with reflective details, ensuring
maximum visibility in low light conditions. This ensures added
safety for you and your dog during your nighttime adventures.

The Gamma harness from Nova Outdoor is much more than just a harness. It is a reliable companion for your towed
hiking, canicross and canivtt adventures. With its exceptional comfort, freedom of movement, optimal fit and
reflectivity, the Gamma meets the demands of active dog owners. Opt for quality with the Gamma harness and
transform every outing into a comfortable and secure pulling experience for your faithful companion.
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Size Neck Chest Of the

XS 42cm 58cm-
62cm 25cm

S 44 cm 62cm-
66cm 30cm

M 48cm 66cm-
70cm 32cm

L 50cm 70cm-
76cm 35cm

XL 52cm 76cm-
82cm 36cm

50 %

HARNESS
Gamma

Technical characteristics :

Color: black and orange
Materials: polyester, cordura
fabric, 3D mesh

Price: from €37.90

Colors

Performance Leisure Cordura was used in the manufacture of our traction
harness to give it maximum resistance.



TETHER ROPE
The mountain rope used to hang
a bungee line is quality and
resistant

PROTECTION OF PARTS IN
CONTACT WITH THE DOG
The dog is protected from the
clips thanks to the structure of
the harness, padded with 3D
mesh

ADJUSTABLE STRAPS
The harness has adjustable straps at
chest level to adapt to all body types.
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HARNESS 
Zetta

Nova Outdoor proudly presents the
Zetta Harness, a versatile companion
designed to meet your dog's daily
needs. Adjustable at the neckline and
chest, equipped with a handle on the
back and a specific attachment for an
identification medal, the Zetta offers
optimal comfort thanks to its mesh
padding. Reinforced with “bartack”
type seams at sensitive points, this
harness is extremely robust. Made with
quality materials, including cordura
and nylon, and featuring night
reflectivity, the Zetta harness ensures
unrivaled safety and comfort.

The Zetta harness from Nova Outdoor: Daily versatility, comfort and
enhanced safety

The Zetta harness was designed to be your everyday
companion. Whether for a simple walk or a more intensive
training session, the Zetta offers exceptional versatility to
adapt to any situation. The perfect fit is essential for your
dog's comfort. The Zetta is adjustable at the neckline and
chest, allowing precise adaptation to the shape of your
companion. This ensures an optimal fit, reducing any risk of
friction or discomfort.

The convenient handle on the Zetta's back provides a safe
way to control your dog when necessary. The specific ID tag
clip adds an extra layer of security, ensuring your four-legged
friend can be identified when needed.

The Zetta gets its light weight from its mountain rope
attachment system. This clever design ensures optimal
lightness, providing your dog with a comfortable wearing
experience. Mesh padding on the chest and back provides
additional comfort to the Zetta. This allows your dog to wear
the harness for extended periods of time without sacrificing
comfort.

The robustness of the Zetta is ensured by “bartack” type
seams at sensitive points. This reinforces critical areas of the
harness, ensuring exceptional durability even under heavy
use conditions. Made with quality materials including cordura
and nylon, the Zetta stands up to the rigors of everyday use.
Its nighttime reflectivity adds an extra layer of safety during
nighttime outings.

The Zetta harness from Nova Outdoor is much more than just an accessory. It is a reliable companion, offering
versatility, comfort and enhanced safety for your dog on a daily basis. Opt for quality with the Zetta harness and give
your canine companion an unparalleled wearing experience.
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Size Neck Chest

XS 27-38cm 38-46cm

S 35-45cm 46-56cm

M 38-53cm 56-68cm

L 48-65cm 68-82cm

XL 58-76cm 82-100cm

50 %

HARNESS
Zetta

Technical characteristics :

Color: black and orange
Materials: polyester, cordura
fabric, 3D mesh

Price: from €40.90

Colors

Performance Leisure Cordura was used in the manufacture of our walking
harness to give it maximum resistance.



TETHER ROPE
The mountain rope used to hang
a leash is quality and resistant

CONVENIENT CONTROL
HANDLE
We have incorporated a control
handle into the harness for
maximum safety

REFLECTIVE EDGING
The entire harness receives a
reflective edging which allows
excellent nighttime visibility
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HARNESS 
Nova trek

Nova Outdoor presents the Nova
Trek harness, the perfect
versatile accessory for nature
lovers and their four-legged
companions. Innovative and
functional, this hiking harness +
backpack offers an ingenious
design with removable pouches
and a practical top handle,
allowing your dog to become the
ideal companion for your
outdoor adventures.

The Nova Trek hiking harness + backpack, the ideal versatile accessory for
nature lovers and four-legged adventurers.

The Nova Trek harness pouches are a practical addition for
outdoor adventures. Detachable, they offer generous space
to store your essentials such as treats, a bottle of water, or
other essential items. Equipped with waterproof zips, they
ensure the protection of your belongings against bad
weather, offering a practical solution for the most
demanding hikes.

The Nova Trek harness offers a personalized fit with
adjustments at the neck, chest, and rear support strap. This
design ensures optimal comfort for your canine companion,
while allowing balanced load distribution during your most
demanding hikes. Customization ensures that the harness
fits your dog perfectly.

Made with high-quality materials, the Nova Trek harness
withstands the most rigorous conditions of outdoor hiking.
Robust, waterproof fabrics guarantee exceptional durability
while protecting your dog from the elements. So whether you
venture out in the rain or shine, the Nova Trek is ready to take
on any challenge.

The Nova Trek harness is not only a hiking harness, it is also
suitable for dog traction, making it the ideal choice for
sporting activities such as dog hiking. The handle on top of the
harness provides additional control, making it easier to
handle your dog when necessary, for a safe and enjoyable
hiking experience.

The Nova Trek Harness from Nova Outdoor redefines the hiking experience with your dog. Versatile, comfortable, and built to
withstand the elements, this harness offers an all-in-one solution for active nature lovers. Opt for adventure with the Nova Trek
Harness and explore the outdoors with your faithful companion by your side.
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Size Template

S -25kg

M 25-30kg

L +30kg50 %

HARNESS
Nova trek

Technical characteristics :

Color: black and orange
Materials: polyester, cordura
fabric, 3D mesh

Price: from €65.90

Colors

Performance Leisure
The Nova trek harness, a harness +
removable bat bag set!

The harness has been designed and
structured for use in light traction for
your cani-hiking
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TETHER ROPE
The mountain rope used to hang
a haul line is quality and resistant

REMOVABLE POUCHES
The pouches are fully removable,
leaving room for a comfortable
hiking harness

HIKING HARNESS
Without its pouches, the Nova trek
harness becomes a real hiking
harness with a sturdy handle
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BUNGEE LINE
Basic

Nova Outdoor enthusiastically
presents its canirando/canicross
bungee line, essential equipment
for hiking or running enthusiasts
with their faithful four-legged
companion. Packed with
practical and safety features,
this line offers optimal control,
maximum safety, and
exceptional versatility for
uncompromising outdoor
adventures.

The Nova Outdoor canirando/canicross bungee line: Optimal control,
maximum safety, and versatility in the great outdoors

The Nova Outdoor canirando/canicross bungee line is
equipped with a dog side handle, offering precise control of
your companion. Ergonomic and comfortable, this handle
helps guide your dog safely, allowing you to anticipate their
movements and maintain a constant connection during your
outdoor adventures.

Safety is the top priority, and that's why the Nova Outdoor
bungee line is equipped with a safety thread carabiner on the
human side. This feature ensures a reliable and strong
connection between you and your dog, with a secure closure.
This reduces the risk of accidental detachment, providing
peace of mind during dynamic movements.

The dog side of the canirando/canicross bungee line is
equipped with a stainless steel carabiner. Resistant to wear,
humidity and corrosion, this stainless steel ensures maximum
durability in the harsh conditions of the outdoor environment.
You can trust the strength of this connection, even in the most
demanding situations.

The Nova Outdoor canirando/canicross bungee line offers
exceptional versatility, suitable for both canirando and
canicross. Whether you opt for a leisurely hike with your dog
or an active run, this line is designed to meet your specific
needs. It guarantees the comfort and safety of your dog,
allowing you to fully enjoy your outdoor adventures.

The Nova Outdoor canirando/canicross bungee line is much more than just a piece of equipment. It's the bond that connects you to
your dog during your outdoor escapades, providing optimal control, maximum safety, and exceptional versatility. Choose
excellence for your canine adventures with the Nova Outdoor bungee line.
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Size Length

TU 145-190cm

50 %

BUNGEE LINE
Basic

Technical characteristics :

Color: black and orange
Materials: tubular nylon
webbing, marine elastic

Price: from 24.90€

Colors

Performance Leisure
The bungee line has a handle

A practical line for canicross and
canirando with a quality shock absorber
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LIGHT AND RESPONSIVE
Featuring a marine grade shock
absorber, the line is responsive
while still being comfortable

QUICK CONNECTION
The connection with your dog is
made thanks to a light and robust
carabiner

12KN CARABINER
The 12kn carabiner ensures the
connection between you and your
dog
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ACCESSORIES
Sigma safelife vest

Nova Outdoor presents the
Sigma safelife vest, the essential
equipment to guarantee the
safety of your canine companion
during your aquatic activities.
This high-end vest offers a
perfect combination of
functionality, comfort and
visibility, allowing you to enjoy
your nautical adventures with
your faithful friend in complete
peace of mind.

Sigma flotation and safelife vest from Nova Outdoor: Safety and optimal
comfort for your canine aquatic adventures

The Sigma Vest offers a precise fit thanks to an innovative
sliding system at the neckline and chest level. This custom
adjustment helps tailor the vest to your dog's specific size
and shape. This ensures a secure and comfortable fit for all
your water activities.

Equipped with dense foam filling, the Sigma Vest ensures
exceptional buoyancy. Specially designed foam keeps your
dog atop the water, providing complete peace of mind during
your water adventures. The balanced distribution of
buoyancy guarantees the comfort and stability of your dog in
all circumstances.

The solid handle located on the top of the Sigma vest allows
rapid intervention if necessary. Easily graspable, it allows you
to get your dog out of the water with ease, whether in
emergency situations or simply to make getting in and out of
the water easier.

The Sigma Vest is equipped with strategically placed reflective
elements, ensuring exceptional visibility even in low light
conditions. These reflective elements make it easier to spot
your dog in the water, thus increasing their safety. You can
thus peacefully enjoy your nighttime adventures or in foggy
weather.

The Sigma flotation and life vest from Nova Outdoor is much more than just a vest. It guarantees the safety and comfort of your
canine companion during your aquatic adventures. With a personalized fit, superior buoyancy, a convenient rescue handle and
increased visibility, the Sigma Vest is the essential accessory for all your water adventures with your dog. Opt for peace of mind
with the Sigma vest.
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50 %

Size Template

S 15-20kg

M 20-25kg

L 25-35kg

XL +35kg
50 %

ACCESSORIES
Sigma safelife vest

Technical characteristics :

Color: black and orange
Materials: polyester, cordura
fabric, dense flotation foam

Price: from €60.90

Colors

Performance Leisure

Dense closed-cell foam provides better
buoyancy and more safety
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ADJUSTABLE STRAP 
The adjustable straps allow the vest
to be adapted to the shape of each
dog.

CONTROL HANDLE
Always be in control with the
convenient handle on the top of the
vest that allows for holding or lifting
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ACCESSORIES
Neo collar (neoprene)

Nova Outdoor proudly
presents the Neo collar, an
essential accessory for
active dogs. Designed to
provide maximum comfort
and exceptional resistance,
this collar combines
simplicity, practicality and
visibility to accompany your
four-legged companion on
all your outdoor adventures.

Neo Nova Outdoor Collar: Comfort, resistance and visibility for your
adventurous companion

The Nova Outdoor Neo collar features a simple and effective
design, offering optimal adaptability to the size of your dog's
neck thanks to its adjustment function. Thus, a perfect and
comfortable fit is ensured, guaranteeing the well-being of
your companion.
Made from high quality nylon webbing, this collar is resistant
to the most intense activities. Sturdy and durable, it can
withstand your dog's tugging and dynamic movements
without deforming, ensuring a long service life. Available in a
bright orange color, the Neo collar improves your dog's
visibility in varied outdoor environments. Whether in forests,
parks or on trails, this bright color makes it easy for other
walkers, cyclists or drivers to spot your dog, thereby
increasing their safety.

The Nova Outdoor Neo collar is equipped with soft and
comfortable neoprene padding, providing a pleasant feeling in
contact with your dog's skin. This padding reduces friction and
irritation, ensuring comfortable wear, even during prolonged
periods of use.

The solid aluminum D-ring buckle allows for easy attachment
of the leash to the collar. Resistant and secure, it ensures a
solid connection between the collar and the leash, avoiding
any risk of breakage or accidental detachment. Equipped with
a new generation durable plastic clip, the Nova Outdoor Neo
Collar offers a secure, easy-to-use and shock-resistant closure.
This clip ensures the collar stays in place, even during
energetic activities.

The Neo Nova Outdoor collar is more than just an accessory, it's a trusted companion for your active dog. Combining comfort,
resistance and visibility, this collar will accompany you on all your outdoor adventures, offering your canine companion the best in
terms of well-being and safety. Opt for the Neo necklace and experience unforgettable moments with your faithful friend.
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Size Template

1 35-40cm

2 40-45cm

3 45-50cm50 %

ACCESSORIES
Neo collar (neoprene)

Technical characteristics :

Color: black and orange
Materials: polyester, cordura
fabric, neoprene

Price: from €16.90

Colors

Performance Leisure

A quality nylon strap for extreme use
A lightweight aluminum D-ring type
attachment provides the attachment
point for the collar

D-RING

A modern quality clip allows the collar
to be closed.

RELIABLE CLIPS 
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ACCESSORIES
Collier Pad (mesh 3D)

Nova Outdoor proudly
presents the Neo collar, an
essential accessory for
active dogs. Designed to
provide maximum comfort
and exceptional resistance,
this collar combines
simplicity, practicality and
visibility to accompany your
four-legged companion on
all your outdoor adventures.

Nova Outdoor pad collar: Optimal comfort, resistance and exceptional
visibility for your adventurous companion

Nova Outdoor presents the Collar Pad, a technical and highly
functional accessory designed to meet the needs of active
dogs. With its skilful marriage of exceptional comfort,
resistance and optimal visibility, this collar is the ideal
accompaniment for all your outdoor adventures with your
faithful four-legged companion. Made from high quality
nylon webbing, this collar is resistant to strain and pulling.
Durable, wear-resistant, it guarantees long-term use even in
harsh outdoor environments.

The solid aluminum D-ring buckle allows for secure
attachment of the leash to the collar. Resistant and durable,
it ensures a reliable connection between the collar and the
leash, eliminating any risk of breakage or accidental
detachment. 

Equipped with a new generation plastic clip, the Nova Outdoor
Pad Collar offers a solid and easy-to-use closure. Resistant to
shocks and sudden movements, this clip ensures increased
safety during dynamic activities.

The Collar Pad features a black and orange color combination,
embellished with reflective edging. This intelligent design
ensures maximum visibility, even in low light conditions. This
way, you can easily spot your dog, increasing their safety
during your nighttime outings or in foggy weather.

The Nova Outdoor Pad Collar offers much more than a simple attachment. It is a companion that ensures the well-being, resistance
and safety of your dog during all your adventures. Opt for the Collar Pad and offer your canine companion an unrivaled outdoor
experience.
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50 %

Size Template

1 35-40cm

2 40-45cm

3 45-50cm50 %

ACCESSORIES
Collier Pad (mesh 3D)

Technical characteristics :

Color: black and orange
Materials: polyester, cordura
fabric, 3D mesh

Price: from €22.90

Colors

Performance Leisure

A quality nylon strap for extreme use
A lightweight aluminum D-ring type
attachment provides the attachment
point for the collar

D-RING

A modern quality clip allows the collar
to be closed.

RELIABLE CLIPS 
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ACCESSORIES
Adjustable Pocket Leash

The Nova Outdoor Pocket
Adjustable Leash is not only
a way to connect your dog to
you, it is an essential
accessory that combines
practicality, safety, and a
touch of smart style to make
your daily life with your
canine companion easier.

Pocket Nova Outdoor adjustable leash: Everyday safety and functionality

The Pocket Adjustable Leash is more than just a leash. It has
an ingenious pocket that allows you to carry your keys,
identification papers, or even some treats for your dog. The
pouch is equipped with a waterproof zip, ensuring the
protection of your valuables against bad weather.

The pouch, as well as the leash fabric, are made of
waterproof cordura. So you can go out in the rain with
confidence, knowing that your belongings will stay dry and
the leash will not be affected by the weather conditions. The
neoprene handle is not only soft and comfortable to hold, but
also provides a comfortable, non-slip grip. So even during
prolonged walks your hand remains comfortable.

The Pocket Adjustable Leash is available in two sizes to
perfectly suit your needs. Whether you have a small
companion or a larger dog, this leash will meet your
expectations.

A small detail that makes all the difference: smart storage for
poop bags. So, during your walks, you always have what you
need on hand to keep the environment clean. Safety first. The
leash is equipped with a strong aluminum 4kn “twistlock”
carabiner. This mechanism provides a sturdy and secure
attachment, ensuring that your dog remains securely
attached at all times.

The Nova Outdoor Pocket Adjustable Leash transcends the expectations of a simple leash. It becomes a trusted companion, a
practical storage space, and a functional style element to make your outings with your dog easier. Opt for the Pocket Adjustable
Leash and make each walk a moment of shared comfort and safety.
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ACCESSORIES
Adjustable Pocket Leash

Technical characteristics :

Color: black and orange
Materials: polyester, cordura
fabric, neoprene

Price: from €30.90

Colors

Performance Leisure

A waterproof pouch that allows you to
carry small items, such as your keys

The pocket leash is adjustable in length
and available in 2 sizes

ADJUSTABLE IN LENGTH

A lightweight 12kn carabiner allows you
to securely attach to your dog

12KN CARABINER 

Size Length

S 120-180cm

M 130-200cm
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ACCESSORIES
Softshell Cold weather

Discover our Coldweather Nova
Outdoor softshell coat, specially
designed to keep your dog warm on
cold and wet days.
This coat combines lightness, warmth
and protection against bad weather,
offering your four-legged friend
optimal comfort during your outdoor
adventures.
Whether for a winter walk, a hike or a
cold weather play session, this Softshell
coat is the ideal option to protect your
dog from the elements.

The Cold weather softshell is a powerful ally against the cold

Lightness and mobility: The Coldweather Nova Outdoor
Softshell Coat is designed with a lightweight fabric that
allows maximum freedom of movement for your dog. It does
not restrict his movements, which allows him to fully enjoy
his activities while remaining comfortably dressed.

Warmth and insulation: This coat features an insulating layer
that maintains your dog's body heat, protecting them from
cold temperatures. It provides increased protection against
drafts and helps prevent hypothermia during winter outings.
Comfort and optimal fit: The Coldweather Nova Outdoor
Softshell Coat is equipped with adjustable straps at the neck
and abdomen, providing a personalized fit to perfectly adapt
to your dog's body shape. It also ensures comfortable
wearing thanks to its soft and non-irritating lining.

Weather resistance: The Softshell fabric used in the design of
this coat is waterproof and windproof. It protects your dog
from moisture, light rain and sleet, allowing them to stay dry
and comfortable even in wet weather.

Increased Visibility: This coat is available in bright colors and
is equipped with reflective elements to ensure better visibility
of your dog in low light or in the dark, improving their safety
during your nighttime outings.

The Coldweather Nova Outdoor softshell coat is the ideal choice for keeping your dog warm, dry and comfortable on cold, wet days.
Its lightness, warmth and weather resistance make it a versatile coat for all your outdoor activities. Give your canine companion
the comfort and protection they need with this quality Softshell coat. Get ready to fully enjoy your winter adventures while keeping
your dog happy and well protected.
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Size Neck Of the

XS 40 35

S 45 40

M 50 45

L 55 50

XL 60 55

XXL 65 60

ACCESSORIES
Softshell cold weather

Technical characteristics :

Color: black and orange
Materials: Softshell fabric,
polyester

Price: from €36.90

Colors

Performance Leisure

A breathable, warm and waterproof
softshell fabric

Adjustment system, allowing it to adapt
to the dog’s morphology

ADJUSTABLE 

The structure of the softshell coat is
made to effectively protect all the
sensitive parts of the dog

MAXIMUM PROTECTION
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Musher's Secret is a 100% natural,
food-grade wax that forms a

breathable barrier for your pets' paws.
Originally developed in Canada for use
with sled dogs, Musher's was first seen

as a cold weather solution. It is now
used for year-round protection in

many different environments.
Made from a blend of several food-

grade organic waxes, then refined to
their own special formulations,

Musher's Secret is the safe, non-toxic,
non-allergenic way to protect your
dog's paws and is 100% edible. The
semi-permeable shield is absorbed

into the paws, allowing sweat to
escape through the toes.
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CARE
Musher's secret wax

Musher's Secret Dog Paw
Protection Wax, a 100% natural
solution, is the ideal answer to
protecting your pet's paws.
Originally developed in Canada
for sled dogs, this wax provides a
breathable barrier for the paws,
providing year-round protection
in a variety of environments.

Here are the characteristics of Musher’s secret wax: 

Made from a blend of food-grade organic waxes and ethically
sourced oils, with vitamin E, Musher's Secret is non-toxic,
non-GMO, and gluten-free. This stable formulation has an
indefinite shelf life and is free from nuts, soy, and flaxseed
oil.

Protection from a multitude of elements: Protect your pets
from sand and burns, salt residue, melted ice, ice build-up,
snowballing, hot asphalt, rough terrain, pesticides , lawn
fertilizers, and much more! For year-round use, apply a thin
layer 2 to 3 times a week and rub well. It will be absorbed
within moments, and once absorbed, it will not leave marks
on floors, carpets or clothing.

Musher's Secret can be used on all parts of the body, including
paws, muzzle, ears, elbows and nipples. It soothes, conditions
and relieves dry, cracked paws. In snowy conditions, additional
applications may be necessary. To prevent snowballing, scrub
between and around the pads.

The semi-permeable formula is absorbed by the paws,
allowing perspiration to escape through the pads, preventing
moisture build-up.

Give your pet the natural and safe protection it needs with Musher's Secret Dog Paw Protection Wax. No matter what adventures
you share, this wax guarantees comfort, safety, and well-being all year round.
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CARE
Mushers’s secret wax

Technical characteristics :

60gr and 200gr Price: from €24.90

Colors

Performance Leisure



What’s new for 2024

Winter 2024

Summer 2024

Summer 2024

Strong leash 

Polar et Rain jacket

Protector t-shirt
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